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Abstract:

This paper presents the Section 7. thru 7.1.4 Response to Draft D 1 Letter Ballot processed at March 1995 meeting.

Action:

Adopt the changes in this paper to replace the reIevent portions of Section 7 ofP802.111Dl,
as shown in the companion document P802.11-95/54.
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Section 7 "Easy" comments:
This document contains only those comments upon which some action was taken. Comments on which no action was taken are not in this document.

is imufficitntl

7. 1.1.1

Adopted.
transmission times
7.1.1.1
C.Thomas
Baumgartner
7.1.2.3

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

Change 7.4.4.1.18 to indicate "nominal"
t

t

I haven't seen anywhere that there can't be 2
AP's in a BSS. In that case there will be
conflicting synchronization information.
I haven't seen anywhere that there can't be 2
Need to define what happens when there are 2 AP's in a BSS.
AP's in a BSS. In that case there will be
conflicting synchronization information.
r BSS because the BSSID is the MAC address of the AP. This should be dealt with e

Need to define what happens when there are 2 AP's in a BSS.

I

Tenninology used for time stamps must be consistent between this section and the frame

format section.
Terminology used for beacon Intervals must be consistent between this section and the
MIS section.

Resolved in previous comments.
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Tim Phipps

T

The Timing Synchronization Function in an ad hoc network is implemented
via a distributed algorithm that is performed by aU of the members of the
BSS. All stations in the BSS shall transmit Beacons according to an
algorithm to be specified below. Stations receiving a Beacon from another
station in the same BSS shall adjust their Synchronization Timers towards
the Beacon's time-stamp value in a manner to be specified below.

Paper 941281. motion 24 forces us to adopl the changes
proposed in paper 94/240.
I

Timing synchronization shall be maintained in an ad hoc network by
adjusting a synchronised timing reference to be the average of itself and any
time stamp received from another station within the same ad hoc network.
NOTE: The timers for all synchronised stations in a BSS will typically
converge to the same value over a short period of time.
It is permit ted that a station within an ad-hoc BSS may scan for
a better
BSS within the same ESS. Within an ad-hoc networ k, all beacons and

probe-r espons es carry an extend ed TSF time elemen t. A station
receiving such a frame from anothe r BSS with tbe ume ESS ID will
compa re the extend ed TSF time with its own extend ed TSF time.
If tbe
extend ed TSF time of the received frame is later than its own extend
ed
TSF time, it will adopt the BSS-ID, bop parame ters and extend ed
1'5F
time contain ed in tbat received frame.

Adooted
t 7.1.2
I 7.1 .'2
I

7.1.2

7. 1.2

7.1.2
J .1.2_

---

I

A. Bolea
Bob O'Hara
Geiger
Greg Ennis

Rick White
Renfro

AdoDted with the foU
7.1.2
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McDonald

I

-

T
T
T
T
T
T

I

What Is Clause XXX? This must be defined.
- -

-

-

---

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Add the following: "A statiOll sending a beacon shall set the value of the
beacon's timestamp so that
it equals the value of the statiOll'S TSF timer at the time that the first MAC
bit of the beacon is
transmitted ioto the airwaves.·

'''-to tb

" ·-":th "to the PRY "

Clause xxx need to be defined
How 1000g is MACMGT_ Beacon relative to a dwell period of a frequency
hopper? Should we have
one beacon
dwell?
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I
I

I

I

Managem ent is insufficiently spec:ified.

Fix Clause xxx

Remove last sentence

-

Note, this "adopt if oI~ applies ooly in the case of
deIennining a bdu:r ass. not in mainLoining
syncbroaisation within • BSS. in whi.cb case the simpler
"average· algorithm is U3Cd.

I Clause xxx is DOC specified.

Clause xxx mudt be deiincd

--

This permits BSSs started separately. with the same ESS
ID to ~ They will evconW1y adopllhe ass ID of the
first statiOll to start with the c:ommoo ESS ID.

This definition is missing
missing a single beKoo should DOC cause the statioo to take
any spCciaJ actioo
Not defined.
Clause ~~to~ed._
---

-

-

First bit of MAC frame is \he reference point for timestamp.

and transmitter must compensate for delays through the

local PHY

Can not judge this seruon without clause xxx
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Rick White

7 .1.2.1

The relationship between dwells and beacons must be defined for frequency hopping
PHYs.

T

For a frequency hopping systems the beacons should
probably be sent as the first frame in a new dweI

Period.

Not Adopted. The standard S ;K'Cifies no fixed relationship between dwell time and beacon mterval. Any relationship is imp ementation dependent.
7.1.2.1

ABolea

T

7.1.2.1

Renfro

T

The beacon needs to be delayed from the TBTf(beacon
strobes) by U1l11D01d large coougb to allow waking stalioo
oscillators to settle ouL The maximum ICtlling time sbouId
be specified in this IIIaIIdard. If we don't do this UI AP could
transmit beaoom and all waking stalioos would miss them!
TBTT should be delayed from beacon strobe by UI amounI
of time equal to the maximan timing aror + maximum
wakeup time. This ensures that all stalioos have time to
wakeup and !IdlIc to within specified receive pcrfonnaoce
before the beacon is trammitted. From UI irnpIemeutation
penpcctivc, it is easier to keep bcacoo, bop and wakeup
strobes aligned in time and delay TBTf from the strobe. h
is also necessary that all PHYs specify • maxim.un wakeup
time.

Not adopted. This is putting implementation specific material in the standard. If it takes you fIfteen minutes to get out ofbed after the alarm goes off, set the alarm fifteen
minutes early.
7.1.2.1

I

Geiger

Do not ad<>pj.
7.1.2.1

Time Stamp appear to only be sent in Beacons. Is this the best way.

Why DOt send Time Stamp elcmcnls in daIa frames and otbcr ~
frames. Then only send 8caaJns wbc:n there is no activity for long periods
of time on the medium

cons go out for many reasons other than timer sync. Recommended solution adds unacceptable overhead to other frames.
I We need a high inertia timing system

McDonald

In this system it sounds like the timing is set frame by
frame. If so, this is DOt biglJ inertia and there will be
prob1cms if the cbameI is Iosl for • abort period of time
causing !IOIIIe bcaoons to be Iosl

Do not adopt. The system has sufficient inertia in the absence of beacons (limited by oscillator accuracy).

1. 7.1.2.1

I

I

McDonald

Beacons, if1rammitted should be transmitted only at steady rate

A steady pace ofbeacon transmissioo is required for good
battery saving or power

Beacons are transmitted at a steagy_ ~t~ _Accepted
7.1.2.1

I Rick White

T

I Beacons must be transmitted without sensing the medium.

There is no reason that any other station in the BSS
should be transmitting. Note: Superframe stretching
must be removed. If Beacons are not transmiIted at
fixed times, this willead to problems with
synchronization and power mallagemeclt. WIlh
frequency hopping systems, beacons are very
important in order to maintain hopping syn""ICI"'''VOIIOC''"Iizatior'''
' ........"'n.
tt the beacons are not gee IenIted at tilted times, this wiI
lead to problems with hop synchI oclizatiOlr and wasted
bandwidth.

Do not adopt. Beacons may be sent after deferral without affecting synchronization because of the included timestamp. This will cause only minimal pain to power managed
stations.
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Tim Phipps

7.1.2.1

T

The access point shaH define the timing for the entire BSS by transmitting
Beacons according to the MACMGT_Beacon_Interval parameter within the
AP. This defines a series of Target Beacon Transmission Times (TBITs)
exactly MACMGT_Beacon_Interval time units apart. time zero is defined
to be a TBTT. At each TBIT, the AP shall schedule a Beacon as the next
frame for transmission. If the medium is sensed to be unavailable, the AP
shall delay the actual transmission of a Beacon according to the CSMA
medium access rules specified in Section 5.

Stations must know when to expect a beacon. 1hc mosl
practical way to know when a beacon will occur is to make
the TB'IT a fundioo of the TSF timer and the beacon
interval, with a fixed (zero) of&et.

,

NOTE: Though the transmission of a Beacon may be delayed because of
CSMA deferrals, subsequent Beacons will be scheduled at the nominal
beacon interval. This is shown in Figure 7-1
I

,
7.1.2.2

C . Heide

deflDe how STAs get their beacon intervals in sync.

t

the lcoglh of a beacon inItrnI is a maoagcmcnI pvameter.
but how do all STAs get to have their beacon iJUrv.aI
starting at the same time?

I

Current algorithm is overly oomplex and requires a
cancellation mecbanisrn needed by nD 0Ibcr MAC suvice

this mechanism encourages STAs to all try to transmit as
close u possible to the same lime. This is a bad thing to do
in a CSMA based Ili:lWOrk. Datticu.Wtv a wireless one.

hane:es adopted.

r 7.1.2.2

Geiger

I

7 .1.2.2

Edi-- 7.1.2.2

-

McDonald
-_.

~

-

"'1""-'-

McDonald

I
--

T

I
I

Section 6 .2 coraaina nD infonnation on Awake periods of stations that are operating in a low
power mode
Complete section 6.2

II

This needs to be resolved.
Cam:IOI oomoleteiu~leI1tof7 .1.2.2 without 6.~

:£4
t

If one unit in the ad hoc BSS became the clfective AP for at least !he purpose of sync. then the issue
of sync stability would become simple!". For the reason stated to the righl, I fear that the ad hoc sync
system may not be stable.

If one would assume that this process is stabk. tho:n one
would oonclude that all units would reacb the poinI where
they would be transmiUing their beaI.xJm at the same time. If
this bappeoed, tbeo there would be "I~ in the fog" and no
unit would receive a beacon and 1ben:fore the sync systc:m is
W1Sl4ble.

The timer synchronization algorithm described below provides the needed stability. Randomization of beacon transmission addresses this problem.
R.mfro
N ('t

In a very busy n<:t\\lot'i(, will the awake period be str~ if
~oon trangni"5ion is delaved too lonR.? Need 10

T

<ldopted. This decision is implementation dependent as to how long a station wants to wait for beacons. The trade-off between power consumption and data transfer
should be a manufacturers decisiop...

'::~l<:')ility
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7.1.22

In an ad hoc networ1<, a beacon master must be elected. An algorithm to elect a beacon
master must be generated.

T

Rick. White

Not adopted. This assumes that averyone in an ad hoc network can hear the beacon master.
7.1.2.2
I TimPhipps
T
I Beacon generation in an ad hoc network is distributed. All members of the
BSS participate in Beacon generation. Each station shall maintain its own
TSF timer which is used for MACMGT_Beacon_Interval timing. This
defines a series of Target Beacon Transmission Times (TBTTs) euctly
MACMGT_Beacon_Intervai time units apart, time zero is defined to be
a TBTT. At each TBTT the station shall schedule a Beacon transmission
to occur after a random delay. If a Beacon is received from another station
during this delay period. the transmission is cancelled.

AdoEted
7.1.2.3

i

T

GregEnnis

7.1.2.3

ITn--

7.1.2.3

TimPbipps

T

I remove entire section

Stations IIWlIl know when to cxpec:t a t-:on. "The moet
practica1 way to know when a beaooo wiU occur is to make
the TBTT a function of the TSF timc£ and the beaooo
inIervaI. with • fix.cd (zero) ot&et.

Beaoon COIJIenl sbouJd be covered in Sedion 4 and sbould
not be repealed berc
The comeru ofa beacon are ddincd elsewhere. The detail
in this section is obsolete and wrong.

I

Remove this section.

T

This is eJCIremeIy irrIpor1a1t in a frequency hopping
system in order to mainIain hopping synchroIlizatioIl.
Again. the beacons must be sent at fixed intervals.

The oordcds of this section are no ~ aca.ua1e. Even. if
they were acwrate they would be ckJplicIded elgewhcrc in
the standard.

Delete this section

Adopted, Replace section with definition of addressing for beacon frames in section 4.
7.1.2.3

I bdobyns

7.1.2.3

I C. Thomas

T

It

I

<last paragraph>
NID not defined anywhere else. (should have been in Section 4)
Section 6.2 has nothing to do with this, delete reference.

I Need to define what happens when there are 2 AP's in a BSS.

Baumgartner

7.1.2.3

I

I C. Thomas

I Baumgartner

7. 1.2.3

I

Geiger

7.1.2.3

I R~

7.1.2.3

TomT.

I

It

I

Need definitin ofNID. I assume that it is Network ID that has been referred
to earlier. Don't know what that is or where it is specified.
The description ofthe Timestamp field is inoonsistent with the description of the Short TSF and
Long TSF fiel<M described in the element defmitiom

T

I haven't seen anywhere that there can't be 2
AP's in a BSS. In that case there will be
conflicting synchronization information.
Network ID field not specified in section 4
frame formats
Change this to be COII$isteot
Delete refereoce to sync flag. Refa- to previous section fOl"

T
T

Maybe you want BSSID imtcad?

Change 'Timestamp' to 'Short Time Stamp'.
Change NIO to ESS 10.
"certain circumstances" • These other circumstances must be defmed here or referenced to where
they are defined.

definition ofbeacoo frame.
There is no element defined !hat is simply 'Timestamp'.
NID is not a defined clemeut

Not adopted, because section was deleted.
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7.1.2.4

Change rcfcrmces 10 "free.nmning" tinxF.
The algorithm for updating the slalion tinxF is missing. We
~ 10 have it be the avenge between the IocaJ statioo
time and the time in the beaooo.

T

A. Bolea

Adopt "free-running" deletions. Algorithm addressed in other comments
7.1.2.4

I Greg Ennis

T

I replace ·Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) is transmitted" with "fi.rSI bit of the MAC frame is transmitted
by the transmitting antenna".

Adopted. replace "by the transmitting antenna" with "to the PRY".
7.1.2.4
I Greg Ennis
T
I after "algorithm:" add the following text: "The received timestamp value isadjusted by adding an

Two issues here: 1) there is no SFD at the beginning of the
MAC frame, and 2) the transmitting statioo should
compematc for the delays tJ.ougb its IocaJ PHY
when~the timestamp in the frame.
Algorithm oceck 10 be specified.

amount equal 10 the receiving station's delay through its local PHY oomponenls plus the time since
the fJnt MAC bit was received at the MACIPHY interface. In the case of an infrasIructure BSS. the
station's TSF timeF is then set 10 the adjusted value ofthe timestamp. In the case of an ad hoc BSS,
the station's TSF timer is set to the average oft its current value and the adjusted value of the
7.1.2.4
7.1.2.4

7.1.2.4

Bob O'Hara
C. Heide

T

C. Thomas

Baum~er

It

J

7.1.2.4

David Bagby

7.1.2.4

bdobyns

7.1.2.4

McDonald

7.1.2.4

Rick. White

T

7.1.2.4

Renfro

T

7.1.2.4

Rick White

T

I

T

T

!)dine the algorithm for TSF timer update.
add the algorithm rcferml to here

Not defined
mi.ssing text

Can't implement compliant MAC without

Need algorithm
sync algOrithm must be defined for both infrastructure and ad hOC(DB11

Spccit)r BeaaJn update algorithm. Algorithm should pennit error tolerance such that it is possible to
achieve MACMGT Sync State = S
Define and make tight resolution. Note that there are analog delays involved

The ~Igo.'ithm

fg[~ti~ the

TSF timer must be ~fined.

al~orithm
Sec imbeded ouudocals and 8IIDOCatioos

Resolution is a major issue in that it adds 10 the SIFS and
DIDF and ConIcntioo Window pcrioda. The ~ that it
adds is a funt::tion of the system design but should be enough
to allow min to max variation.
Not defined.

AdQl)ted
Value ofbcacoa shouJd be time at wbidJ first symbol of
MAC frame (i.e.. Frame ConIrol Ftdd) is trammiuod oYer
the air. I believe rcfc:rcncc to SFD is iDcorTect. Abo, occd
10 add algorithm for updaling TSF tinxF.
For a frequency hopping PHY, the Start Frame delimiter is not the byte before the first byte
of the MAC header. The timestamp value in the beacon should be the time at which the first
J?yte in the MAC header is transmitted.

Adopted as a result of other comments.
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TimPbipps
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T

The nccc:ssary aIgoritbms are described in sectiom 7.1 .1.1

Delete the following:

and 7.1.1.2.

Upon receiving a Beacon BSS with a valid CRC and BSS-ID, a Station shall
update its TSF timer according to the following algorithm:

Not adopted. Sections referred to contain only general information. Specific definition is gfiveo here.
7.1.3
I Bob O'Hara
T
I Define MACMGT Scan Mode in the MlB
I 7.1.3
I Rick White
T
I Most define MACMGT Scan State and MACMGT Scan Mode In the MIS.
Adopted only definition of scan mode. ~~place "MACMGT "with "a" and create MIB text.
7.1.3
I C. Thomas
t
This section must justify why Probes are required since there are regular
Baumgartner
beacons that a scanning station could hear.

I

I I

definition. However, Probes will, on averal!:e

J
I

not defined

I

Not dcfincd.

I assume that a probe will spead up the scan.
Has this been simulated so we can see if the
complexity is justified by enough performance
improvement?
r channel scanned.

the editor' s note
7.1.3.1

I Bob O'Hara

T

7.1.3.1

Renfro

Define MACMGT Passive Scan Duration in the MlB

,,-.. Should be returned .

AdoDted. Chan!{e "MACMGT ..

~

-

not &finod
- -

As defined, passive scanning will wOOc. well for OS network..
For FH ndWortc. a station ~iring using passive scanning
will Slay on only a single (Of" very few) of the frequcDcy

T

channels.

No change required (editorial comment. in nature).
7.1.3.1

Rick White

T

Must define what "the correct SSS-IO" means.

I

Not dcfincd.

Adopted (BSS should be ESS), text: "the ESSID matching that for which the search is being conducted."
A Bolea

7.1.3.2
7.1.3.2
7.1.3.2

bdobyns
Renfro

T
T
T

7.1.3.2
7.1.3.2

Rick White
TimPbipps

T
T

Com:ct all refercnocs to NID.
Maybe you want BSSIO ino;tead?
Is there still a NID? For iofrasIrudurc ods, use broadcast
BSS 10, fOf" Ad Hoc nets, use specific BSS ID.

NID not defined (should have been in Section 4)

NIO is no longer used. This section must be rewritten.
There is no NID. The probe response carries the BSS-ID.

Remove: "Source NID .. Probe".

--~-

GrcgEnnis

Submission

Insert "If a station's MACMGT_ Scan_Mode variable is ACTIVE," before the start of the flJ"St
sentence

A station should not be contiDuous/y sc:oding Probes.

Replace the entire section with "Active scanning involves the generation of Probe frames and the
subsequeot processing of received Probe Response Frames. The details of the active seaming
are described in Sed.i0ll8 7.1.3.3, 7.1.3.4, and 7.1.3.S."

Current sc.."1ion does not say what active scanning is and
dcsa1"bes Probe format (whicb sbould be covered solely in
Sed.ion 4).
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~do~ed.

7. 1.3.2

I C. Thomas

7.1.3.2

I

It
C. Thomas
Baumgartner

Is there still a NID? FCI" infrastructure nets. use broadcast

Renfro

T

7.1.3.2

Rick White

7.1.3.2

Tim Phipps

T
T

NID is no lonQer used. This section must be rewritten.
Remove: "Source NID .. Probe".

7.1.3.2

TomT.

T

Change 'Timestamp' to 'Short Time Stamp', in list of elements.
Change 'Source NID' to ESS 10. Delete description of Source NID.
remove word 'are' in second sentence.

7.1.3.2

Maybejust my lack of knowledge but don't
understand this sentence at all. Seems to be in
conflict with 4.2.3.8
Seems in conflict with 4.2.3.9

Change 1st sentence so make sense. What is a NID and where does the
ESSID come from? 4.2.3.8 says that Probe Reqest will include supported
rates-nothing about NID and ESS 10.
4.2.3.9 defines contents of Probe Response and they don't match with this
rumllmmh.

It

Baumgartner

E

ass 10. for Ad Hoc nccs, use specific ass 10.

Then: is 110 NID. The: probe response c:arries the BSS-ID.
Then: is no element defined that is qly 'Timestamp·.
NID is not a defined elemera. ESS ID is defined elsewhcre.

Adopted as a result of adopting Greg's comment.
7. 1.3.2
I C. Heide
I add some justification for active scanning - what are the PHY parameters that add together to give

with the possibility of active scaming not wortcing due to
hidden nodes (i.e. ifthe AP is conversation with a node
hidden &om the ___ it c:amot respood to the probe)
making it possible that active scmming could take aloag
time. justification is need f<lI" how mud! fast it migbl be to

some idea ofhow long it might take to acquire synct.onization using passive scanning?

use active scanning vs passive scanning.

Not adopted. A standard is a document for definition, not justification. This discussion of passive scanning belongs in the Informative annex..
7.1.3.3
I Bob O'Hara
Define a mechanism to ensure one station is awake to respond to Probes.
no mccbanism is defined to implemc:al the required

I

TT l

7.1.3.3

T

7.1.3.3

C. Thomas
Baumgartner
Geiga

1

It

Add "In an infrastructure network the AP's are always awake."

functiona1 ity

Since we say how this is taken care of in 00hoc should say how taken care of in

infrastructure case
T

There must always be a station awake to respond to a probe. Where is this discussed for ad hoc
networb

This procca is not defined in the staodaRI, in Olher worck, what
has the booor of this function CI" is il disfributed?

statiOOl

Adopted. Change the final sentence of the section to read: "The station that sent the most recent beacon shall remain awake and shall be the only station to respond to Probes
01 a beacon frame is received. If the station is an access ooint it shall always resoond to Drobes"
7.1 .3.3.

FilIChcnna:Sen

ding a Probe

Response

T

Last paragraph of this section:
In a nctworit there shall be at least one node thai is awake at any given time to rapond to probes
unless all nodes in the netwodc are battcry-powercd, in which case, there may be periods of time
during which DO node is awake to respond to probes. Therefore, probes should be sall al froquent
intervals for a period ofTBS seooods befon: abondoning the scamUng procedure. In an ad hoc
n..-twork. probe responses shall be 5enI by the station that sent the last beacon.

The burden of ranainiog powered up aDd <Dining valuable
battery reaourcc sbouId be placed om> the Italioo desiring to
c:nlc:r the octwodc, IIiDce this is more power efficicn and
except for the rwe cue of roaming through a field of
battery-ooly powered BSS's, the seaming proeWre will saill
produce a quick n:spome, since ocwtorb with some 000battery powered nodes are still required to remain powered
up at all times, and these will represeolthe ovcrwhetming
s throul!h which mobile IJ..<:er.; will ro&n.
maioritv of

ass'

Not adopted due to adoption of alternative.
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7.1.3.3

Bob O'Hara

T

Revise the mecbaoism for Probe Responses flO that a random delay is inIroduoed in the management
state machine and not on the MAC state machine.

This is the ooIy requester of MAC scrviocs that rcqu.ircs
badoofflo be performed prior 10 initial trmmJissioa.
Cbangjn the mcdIanism for subolitting Probe Rcspoosts for
traosrnissWo will remove IIIIIICCCSSaIY complexity from the

MAC.

Adopted. Replace first paragraph and list with: "Stations receiving probes shall respond with a probe response only if the ESSID is the broadcast ESSID or if the ESSID
matches the specific ESSID of the station. Probe responses shall be sent as directed messages to the address of the station that generated the probe. The probe response shall
be sent using normal frame transmission rules. An access point shall respond to all probes. In an ad hoc network, the station that generated the last beacon shall repond. to a
'obe "
7.1.3.4 -7.1.3.5

C. Heide

t

remove section 7.1.3.4; change title of7.1 .3.S to "Scanning for an Existing Network"

then: should be 110 diffcraK:C bdWCCD scmning for m ad
hoc and rcaoning for m infi'asIuduR nctwod. In both cases
more than one station cao rapond to probes. In either case
the sccood probe respome should be SCIIl ifthe ass of the
9CCOOd send« differs from the BSS in the first n:spoose, and
not SCIIl if it doesn't.

This is a technical comment, not editorial. Adopted. Delete" ad hoc" in header and first sentence of 7 .1.3.5. Replace the algorithm with:
"For each channel to be scanned:
a) wait until CCA indicates the medium is clear
b) Send Probe with Broadcast Destination, ESSID, and broadcast BSSID
c)
Start Probe_Timer_l
d) If CCA indicates activity prior to expiration of Probe_Timer_1
then start Probe_Timer_2
Else If CCA indicates no activity before the expiration of Probe_Timer_l
then Clear NAV, Scan next channel.
e) When Probe_Tirner_2 expires, process all received Probe Responses.
f)
Clear NAV and Scan next channel. "
Delete the figure.
Replace text following the figure with:
"Probe_Timer_1 shall be of sufficient duration to detect the presence of a probe response transmission. This period shall be greater than the sum of the TBD."
"Probe_Timer_2 shall be of sufficient duration to receive all potential probe responses, including retransmissions."

Not adopted.

I 7.1.3.4

I Bob O'Hara

Reruoes the oomplexity of seaming at a minimal oost in
time lost. Relying on coergy scming will re:wlt in a large
'lon of false DOSitiws in the current bands.

Eliminate step c) and the conditional start of step d)

Bob O'Hara

T

I Defme ti.mer{s) used in Probe process

I not defined

- _ . -

-

-:1

Adopted.
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\ 7.1.3.4

C.Thomas
Baumgartner

Can't tell without drawing what T2 timer

T2 missing from Figure 7-3
Change Figure 7-3 to "G3=DIFS"

t

does.
I believe that drawing show G3 as DIFS

L
Lewis

Not adopted. The mechanisL -'""f'
7.1.3.4
7.1.3.4
7.1.3.4

Mahanv
Marvin Sojka
Renfro

7.1.3.4

Rick. White

_L-

~SSID is
C. Heide

The scanning algorithm defined must be more specifIC as far as frequency hopping PHYs
are concerned.

----

Tim Phipps

7.1.3.4 - 7.1.3 . ~

T
T
T
T

Defme the selection mechanism a STA uses to select the AP when multiple Probe responses are
rcoeived.
_-_____ not affect 1 - - "'1"__ - - . --.-.- - - ---- -- -- ---- ---- - ---_.
Revise Algorithm. OS and FH PHY's do not produce indication of energy.
In action II. "receive energy" should be replace with "clear clwmel assestment becomes false".

re

-

frequency hopping PHYs are coucemed. Its possible
that a STA may fleW( find an AP depending how it
scans the channels.

-

Probes do not carTY ESSID. ooJy probe~.

Remove: "Specific ESSID".
____ Probe descrip _

Need to define 1'2 timer and show in figure 7-3.
Its possible that a STA may fleW( find an AP
depending how it scans the chat • leis. The scanning
algorithm defined must be more specific as far as

__ be adjw_

remove section 7.1.3.4; dlange title of7.1.3.~ to "Scanning for an Existing Networic."

there should be DO difference bctwec:n scanning for lID ad
hoc and seaming for an infraswcture octworit. In boch cues
more than ODe sUIion can respond to probes. In eitha- case
the seoood probe respome sbouId be __ ifthe ass of the
second 8CDda- diffen &om the 8SS in the tint respomc. and
not sent if it doesn't.

figure 7-4 change to "03 = SIFS"

probe responses should not have a low priority in an ad hoc
networic.

in interlocked frame exchan2es.
t
I change 1st sentence to "An new station attempting to join an existing ad
hoc network usin2 active scannin2 would use the following orocedure:"

The sentence currently says that a new station
MUST use active scannin

Adopted.
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7.1.3.5

Can't teU without drawing what T2 timer

T2 missing from Figure 7-3

does.

in action d. "receive

lace with "cl.e ar channel assestment becomes fu1se",

. _-

7.I.3.S

Renfro

No need to retransmit probe ~ message ifTI bas
expired. If probing sWion successfully received probe
respoose but adt failed, probing sWion bas necessary
infonnatiorL Ifprobing station did DO( receive probe
response. it will go to aooIbe:I- channel after T I .

T

I
I

Also. delck reference to NlD.

It's possible that a STA may new.- find an ad hoc
networ1< deDelldina hew it scans the channels.

Adopted.

I

7.1.3.5

I Rick-White

T

Tim Phipps

T

I The timer values must be defined in the MIB.

I NotddiDed

Adooted

..

7.I.3.S

Remove: "Specific ESSID".
Replace: "Specific BSSID" with "Broadcast BSSID".
Remove the para: "Whenever a responding ... and NID".

Probes do not carry ESS1O.
The BSS10 is not known in advmcc. so probes must
always be seal to the broadcast BSS1O.
Scdioo 7.13.3 : "In • DClwork. ... last beacon" CII5UI'CS tba1
there wiD be III least one, but usually only one station wbidt
responds to probes. The ac:anoing procaII is robust ~
respect to receiving multiple probe respooscs. There IS
tberefore no need 10 dcfiDc the cmccIIatioo proa:sL
Furthmnore, cancellation as dclaibcd carries signiticam

iml)1emcn1alion costs..

Reject the ~rttoll regarding ESSID. adopt the remainder.
1 7.1.3.6

I

I explain how • newly sync'ed STA knows when an "expected" Beacon interva1 is to begin.

C . Heide

the probe response <XIIUim the \cngth of the beacon imcrval,
but bow does the STA know when the DCXl one is SlIppOIICd 10
start?

Adooted. Text to be orovided
.
7.1.3.6
bdobvns
I
7.1.3.6
Hob O'Hara
I
7.1.3.6
C.Thomas
Baumgartner
7.1.3.6
C. Thomas
Baumgartner

Submission
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T
T

-

--

-

-

What is tile duration of tile various timers

n. 'O?

These values should be in MAC MIB

Define timer(s) used in Probe process

not defined

t

Where are these times Tl. T2, T3, (presumably) T4, T5 defined?

Need specific times for compliance

t

If stating a new network how can there be a specific BSS ID?

I don't understand
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\ 7.1.3.6

Ic.

Thomas
BaUIllJ artner

7.1.3.6

Geiger

T

7.1.3.6

Geiger

T

7.1.3.6
7.1.3.6
7.1.3.6

I I
t

There are several timers described in this sectioo, n, n, 1'3, and n. The time these timers are
. . are not soecified.
What is the JoinNct and StartNet functions.

Lewis
Mahany
Renfro

T
T
T

I don't understand the reference to process
describe above.

Reference to 10inNet is not specific enough to understand

Specify Times by providing MIB variables.
I haven't seal this described aoywbc:re yet. Is JoinNet mother word for
Ass«ia.tion?

Define TS time
Role ofTS is not clear. It is not defined in the figure. Define Value

Not sufficient for impIanautico without this info.
Not necessary to define 1'3. As CIII1'edIy SIaIed, if a statioo
starts an Ad Hoc network and nobody joins. it will be the
ooIy station trmsmiIling bcIMxJns and will. tbcrefore, Slay 00
forever......

I

Also, delete reference to 'synced'

Change the title to "Initializing or synchronizing with a BSS"
replace algorithm with the following:
An access point shall select a BSSID, select channel synchronization information, select a beacon interval initialize its TSF timer and begin transmitting beacons.
Stations which are not access points shall:
a) Scan for the presence of an existing BSS with a specific ESSID
b) Ifa BSS with the specific ESSID is found, adopt the BSSID, channel synchronization information, TSF timer value of the BSS.
Else if the ESSID designates an ad hoc network, select an ad hoc BSSm, select channel synchronization, select a beacon interval, initialize and start the TSF timer,
and begin transmitting beacons.
Else indicate failure to find a network matching the ESSID.
The definition of ESSID must be modified to include an indication of ad hoc vs infrastructure.

I

7.1.3.6

, Rick w~,

-- I

- T - J-n,etlmervalues must be defined In the MIB.

NotcJetmed.

Adooted
7.1.4
7.1.4
7.1.4

Bob O'Hara
Bob O'Hara
Bob O'Hara

7.1.4

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

7.1.4

Gegier

T
T
T

T

t

Define MACMGT Weight in MIS
Define AdjustTimer
Define or delete CoalCIICC operalion

not defined
not defined
not defined

Add definition of AdjustTimer algorithm and Coalesce operation.

This section describes operations that are basic

to MAC. Can't have interoperability or
conformance unless these items are completely
defined
Stations shall always adopt the timer...

In this texl, I have seen the Long Time Stamp, !he Short Time Stamp. the
timer in the Probe or &woo and the usc ofjust time sIamp. This i'I wry
confusing because I believe these are all the one in the same VlIriabIc. If nol.
then some explanatioo is missing in the standard of how each of these is
used

Submission
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7.1.4

I

7.1.4
7.1.4

7.l.4

Geiger

I

Miceli

I

T

I

T

I
C.Thomas

I

Renfro

I

I

Coalesce FWlCtion not defined. AdjustTimec a1gorit1un not deftned.
Suitable number not define
need specification of1he timer adjustment algorithm

T

Define these fimI:tioos

I

incomplete
Procedure for Ad Hoc networks is wrong. Update to reflect

recent

t

This section describes operations that are
basic to MAC. Can't have interoperability or
conformance unless these items are
completely defined

Add definition of AdjustTimer algorithm and Coalesce operation.

Baumgartner

Adopted. Replace section with:
7.1.4 Adjusting Station Timers and Coalescing
In the infrastructure network, Stations shall always adopt the timer in a Beacon or Probe Response coming from the AP in their BSS.
In an ad hoc network, a station shall always adopt the information in the contents of a beacon or probe response frame when those frames contain a matching ESSID and the
- - .· 0 _
----- -- - - - - -- --- ------ - - - - - --- ------ - - -- ------. - - ------ - ----- -- --- - - -

~- - . -

7.1.4

Gegier

T

-

- - - ..

-

-

-

;r

---

Stations shall always adopt the timer...

------

-

-------

In this text, I have seen the Long Tnnc Stamp, the Short Time Stamp, the
timer in the Probe or Beacon mil the usc ofjust time!!&amp. This is very
confusing because I believe these III'C all the one in the same wriabIc. If
not, then some expIanalion is missing in the SIandard ofbow eacb oftbese
is UIed

Adopted. Changes shall be made in section four to change all references to time stamps to be the long time stamp.
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